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Toxic Crusaders FAQ/Walkthrough
by merc for hire

This walkthrough was originally written for Toxic Crusaders on the NES, but the walkthrough is still applicable to
the GENESIS version of the game.
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============================================================================== 
This FAQ/Walkthrough was made for The NES Faq Completion Project. If you'd like 
to contribute to this completion project than go to Devin Morgan's site:  
http://web.njit.edu/~dbm7/  
============================================================================== 
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                             A      - Jump 
                             B      - Swipe 
                             D-Pad  - Move 
                             Start  - Pause 
                             Select - Strong Swipe 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Island City is the home of the evil alien Dr. Killemoff. 

Across the river is Tromaville--home of the Toxic Crusaders. 

The Tromaville Dump: Toxie has invited everyone for dinner. 

"Yvonne should be here already. Where are the Crusaders?" 

Toxie's mom arrives upset-"Toxie my son! Yvonne is missing!!" 

Killemoff Appears!!: "You toxic trash! I have captured Yvonne and the rest of 
the Toxic Crusaders! Find em if you can!" 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

                           +----------------------+ 
                           |       Level 1        | 
                           |      Tromaville      | 
                           +---------LVL1---------+ 

After moving to the right for the first few steps you will encounter two  
Acid Throwers. They carry barrles of acid around and as the name suggest  
throws some of it at you. Attack quickly to take both enemies out. When you 
reach a small stream of acid jump over it. 

Two Acid Throwers will appear from the left. While avoiding the acid, defeat 
both of them. After reaching two streams of acid jump in between the two 
to land on the solid ground. Some barrels will come rolling along the ground 
from the right. 

Stay towards the top of the screen and jump should a barrel get to close. 
After the third barrel continue to the right. When the screen stops you'll 
have to fight three Acid Throwers. Two will come from the left and the other 
will come from the right. 

With them all defeated carry on. When you reach another stream of acid a new 
enemy will appear which I will refer to as Acid Shooters. Two Acid Shooters 
will come from the left and one will come from the right. These guys have a 
longer reaching attack and can jump. 

When you reach another two streams of acid three barrels will come rolling  
across the screen from the right. Avoid them by staying at the top of the  
screen and jumping if one is too close. When you reach a sign that reads 
Tromaville Pet Shop three Acid Shooters will come from the left. 

After killing all three of the Acid Shooters three Acid Throwers will come 
from the left. Defeat them all to go to the next section of the level. As soon 
as you enter the next section a barrel will come rolling along from the  
right.  



Avoid the barrel and then two Acid Shooters will come from the right as well. 
Stay to the left and let them come to you. It is easier to let them come to  
you rather than get injured by one of the streams of acid. After both are 
defeated jump in between each stream to get to solid ground. 

When the screen stops moving you will have to fight three Acid Throwers. As  
soon as you defeat one another will come on screen and take its place. Defeat 
these three then to continue. Once you reach another three streams of acid 
three barrels will roll from the right side of the screen. 

Stay towards the top of the screen to avoid the barrel. When the last one  
rolls by jump in between each stream of acid until you reach solid ground. 
Once the screen stops again three Acid Shooters will come on screen. It will 
be the same thing with the Acid Throwers where one is killed another comes. 

Continue on until you reach a truck. When you move close to it two Acid  
Shooters will come from the left. Defeat them and then approach the truck 
again for two Acid Throwers to come from the left. Defeat them then get on 
the truck.

This is the Level Boss, a big slimey crocodile. This is a fairly simple boss. 
Whenever it is about to spit out spiked balls hit it in its face. You will 
know its about to spit when you see its cheecks puff up. Keep hitting it  
until it explodes. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                          Go away you Toxic Mutant! 

                                News Flash!!  
                          Toxic saves major disaster  
                                  Read it  
                           In the Tromaville Times! 

                           Be like me, plant a tree! 

                                 Password 2258 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

                           +----------------------+ 
                           |       Level 2        | 
                           |    Tromaville High   | 
                           +---------LVL2---------+ 

Right off the start, two Acid Shooters will jump onscreen from the right. 
Defeat both and carry onward. When the screen stops three barrels will come 
bouncing across the screen from the right. Run to the top of the screen and 
wait here until all three are gone.  

The next time the screen stops there will be three Acid Throwers. Defeat all 
three of them and then continue. When the screen stops once more three  
barrels will bounce onto the screen. Again, wait at the top of the screen  
until all three pass by. 

Once by the barrels there will be some Acid Shooters coming up. Defeat both 
Acid Shooters anc carry on. Run along and the screen will stop once more and 
three Acid Shooters will come on screen. Two from the right and one from the 
left.

Walk past several screens for another three barrels. Stay at the top of the  
screen to avoid them. When you come to a small set of stairs three Acid 



Shooters will jump from the right. Go up the stairs to enter the highschool. 
Two Acid Shooters will greet you. 

Continue down the hall and three Acid Shooters will attack. If you defeat one 
another will fill in for it. After defeating four Acid Shooters continue down 
the hall. A little further down the hall and another three Acid Shooters  
attack. Defeat one and another will take its place. 

As soon as you beat four Acid Shooters three barrels will roll onto the screen 
from the right. Avoid them at the top of the screen. Continue down the hall 
and another three Acid Shooters will attack. Once you defeat all three, three 
Acid Throwers will come from the left. 

Continue down the hall and three Acid Shooters will attack. If you defeat one 
another will fill in for it. After defeating four Acid Shooters continue down 
the hall. After defeating all of them a brick will be tossed through one of  
the windows. Keeo going down the hall. 

Whne the screen stops again. You will need to fight four Acid Throwers. After 
killing one another will fill in for it. Keep going down the hall and the 
screen will stop moving. Two bricks will come flying through the windows. 
Then three Acid Throwers will come on screen. Beat one and another will come. 

After killing all the Acid Throwers some barrels will roll onto the screen. 
When you come to a dead end more bricks will come flying through the window. 
Defeat the three Acid Shooters and go through the top right door. In the next 
hall defeat the three Acid Shooters.  

When the screen stops again bricks will come flying through all of the windows 
and then three Acid Throwers will come on screen. Followed by three barrels. 
Take out throwers and avoid the barrels then continue down the hall. At the 
next dead end bricks will come through the windows. 

Three Acid Shooters will come from the left. After defeating them two Acid 
Throwers will come on screen. Kill them as well then go through the door to  
the right in the wall. This is a simple fight. Wait at the left or right side 
after the biker goes on that side. 

When they drive back onto the screen jump over his head and attack. His attack 
is that he throws moltov cocktails. Its not a very difficult fight but it  
takes good timing when your jumping so that you don't land in a freshly thrown 
moltov. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
            I may be a bonehead, but I'll be back to battle sonn!!! 

                                  News Flash!!! 
                             Toxie saves Headbanger 
                               (Tromaville Times) 

                     Save water and gas, swim in car pools! 

                                 Password 4092 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

                           +----------------------+ 
                           |       Level 3        | 
                           |  Tromaville Factory  | 
                           +---------LVL3---------+ 



+Note+ Make sure to destroy every barrel you come across! 

As soon as you start the level there will be three Acid Throwers. Defeat them 
and then jump over the acid stream. After passing by the lone barrel you will 
have to fight two Acid Throwers. Once you beat all the throwers two Acid  
Shooters will jump onto screen from the right. 

Defeat these enemies as well and then jump the stream of acid. Shortly after 
hoping the last stream of acid you will then have to jump four streams.  
After getting halfway two Acid Throwers will come on screen from the right. 
Beat both of them and then shooters will come from the right. 

After plowing through them continue to the right. As soon as the screen stops 
defeat three shooters and then fight three throwers. With both sets of  
enemies defeat hop over the acid stream. When you reach four streams of acid 
you will have to fight three shooters when you are halfway across the streams. 

When you defeat one shooter another will take its place. When four shooters 
are defeated continue to the right. At the next four streams will be another 
four shooters. Defeat them all and then three barrels will roll onto the  
screen from the right.  

On the third set of four acid streams you'll have to fight three shooters. 
After defeating all the enemies some barrels will roll by. At the next stream 
you reach you'll have to fight a three more shooters. Continue along until  
you pass a barrel and you'll then have to fight three shooters. 

Once those three are dealt with three throwers will come on screen. Take care 
of these as well. Walk onto the next screen. You will now have to jump your 
way to the top of the screen. This is very simple so just jump from platform 
to platform. 

At the top go through the door on the right. It will be the same boss from the 
first level. Just hit it in its head again until it eventually explodes. 
The one change for this level is that instead of spikes it now shoots faster 
fireballs.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                    I destroyed you, Pulluto. You Toxic Mutant! 

                                 News Flash!!! 
                             Toxie saves Junkyard 
                              (Tromaville Times) 

                        Don't be a punk, recycle junk! 

                                 Password 5080 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

                           +----------------------+ 
                           |       Level 4        | 
                           |  Tromaville Highway  | 
                           +---------LVL4---------+ 

This is a very linear level. You are on a skateboard so just make it past 
the waves of enemies and avoid any barrels. No matter how much damage you take 
you will not lose your mop. When you reach the end of the stage you will 
be off your skateboard. 

On the next area run up the ramp while avoiding the barrels tossed by the  



enemy. At the top head to the right. A helicopter will rise in the background 
as you leap off the screen. Its time for another boss fight. You will be on 
the helicopter with a security gaurd. 

This is a very straight foward fight. Just keep hitting the guard while  
avoiding his bullets. Along with the shots from the guard you need to avoid 
them when they start bouncing. Also don't go to down or you may fall out the 
helicopter. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
         I'm glad you won because now I can go eat some donughts. 

                                 News Flash!!! 
                             Toxie saves Nozone 
                              (Tromaville Times) 

                  Don't waste paper- reuse your tissue twice! 

                                 Password 4843 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

                           +----------------------+ 
                           |       Level 5        | 
                           |   Tromaville Sewer   | 
                           +---------LVL5---------+ 

This is another straight foward level. You won't be able to jump so just keep 
going to the right. Whenever the screen stops you will need to defeat some  
enemies that are underwater. Wait for them to pop up then strike. When you 
come to a dead end enter the whirlpool in the top right corner. 

You will now be underwater. Again this is a straight foward level. Just swim 
to the right and either fight or avoid the fish in the water. When the screen 
stops moving kill all the enemies on screen then swim up. You will now fight 
the level boss. 

It will be a submarine. The weak spot is the glass window. When you hit it 
it won't be able to damage you for a few seconds. The pattern fot it is fly 
up fire rockets, chase you down, go down. Keep attacking it so that you kill 
it before it kills you. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
          Since I'm psycho I knew you would win! I told you so!!! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

                           +----------------------+ 
                           |       Level 6        | 
                           |     Island City      | 
                           +---------LVL6---------+ 

This is it, the last level. And like the last two levels its very linear.  
Just make it to the end of the hall. Along the way be cautious of spikes and 
missles. The spikes will come out of the walls while the missles come from 
the ground. 

At the end of the hall you will be on a trampoline. Jump up on it to go flying 
up the shaft. Along the way there will be an enemy above you dropping barrels. 
Knock the barrels back and he will eventually fly off, and you will then reach 
the top.  



This is a very easy section. Run up the ramps and then other the other side 
use the trampoline to cross the gaps. Make it all the way to the end to reach 
the boss. This is very simple. Above you spikes will drop down. Avoid the  
spikes and punch the "face" on the train until it explodes. 

You will then be on a new area. With none other than Dr. Killemoff. This is a 
fairly simple fight. Just keep dodging his energy balls and then hit him. Move 
as soon as you strike so he won't be able to hit you when he counter attacks 
your attack. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             It's curtains for you Killemoff, you oversized bug!! 

           A pollutant mutant from planet Smogula never gives up!!! 

          You may have stopped me for now Tozie--but I'll be back!!! 

                               *After Credits* 
     
         I, Dr. Killemoff will never be defeated by the Toxic Crusaders 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

              Congratulations you have just beaten Toxic Crusaders 
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                                ----------------- 
                                Level Passwords 
                                ----------------- 
                                 3276 - Level 2  
                                 7525 - Level 3  
                                 3815 - Level 4  
                                 7011 - Level 5  
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Copyright (c) 2005 to merc for hire. This is the work of merc for hire 
and International Copyright law protects this FAQ/Walkthrough. You can not 
sell, change, post on a website as your own. You can post it on your website 
as long as I receive full credit for it. If you do post it on a website I want 
an e-mail from you first so I can give you the go ahead. Unless I don't tell 
you to then you are not allowed to post it on your website. I will only update 
the FAQ/Walkthroughs I have on http://www.GameFAQs.com 
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